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Convergence of Stochastic Empirical Measures* 
R. J. BERAN, L. LE CAM, AND P. W. MILLAR 
1 ‘nirYYri/~~ o/ C’olr/wni1r, &vAcL~ ,’ 
Let P,z be a random probability measure on a metric space S. Let /j,, be the 
cmpirlcal measure of X,, IId random variables. each dlstributcd according to P,,. Our 
main theorem asserts that If i P,, I converges m distribution. as random probahll~ty 
measures on S. then so dots I P,,). Applications of the result to the stud) of 
bootstrap and other stochastic procedures are glvcn. 1 1w7 ~\c:nlcm,c I’ic‘\\. In, 
Let J,,,, ,..., ,Y,,,,,, be independent random variables with values in a metric 
space (S, .‘/ ), having common distribution P,,. The empirical measure I;,, is 
the probability on :f that gives mass k,, ’ to each point A’,),,,, I 6 id h,,: 
P,,(A ) = k,, ’ C, 1,(X,,,). If P,, is a VUIU/ODI measure. then the resulting p,, is 
called a .~roclms~ic empirical measure. Many statistical procedure+ such as 
bootstrap confidence sets whose boundary is calculated by Monte Carlo 
simulation. and the stochastic procedures of Beran and Millar [2]- are 
smooth functionals of stochastic empiricals. 
Both P,, and the random measures P,, may be regarded as random 
elements with values in the metric space (. N. i)). where N is the collection 
of probability measures in .Y’ and I) is the Prohorov metric. Our main 
theorem asserts that if (P,,: converges in distribution (as random elements 
of N), then so does 1 P,, )_ Section 5 gives several examples to explain the 
need for such a result. 
2. CONVERGENCE ON A TRIANGULAR ARRAE 
Let (S, Y) be a metric space, ,Y’ the Bore1 sigma field, and P,, a 
probability on Y: let 9” be the product sigma field and Pi: the fz-fold 
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product of P,,. If s,, = (sl ,..., s,) E S”, the empirical measure at s,, is 
P,,(s,,; A) = n ’ x, I,,(s,); then P,, is a measure-valued function defined on 
(S”, 9”‘). Assume that the sequence (Pllj is &tight: 
for each F > 0, there is a compact K and a sequence 6,, 10 such 
that for all IZ (2.1) 
P,,( I+) > 1 - I:. 
where K”(l= i J: (f( K, J’) < d,,), tl being the metric of S. 
THEOREM 1. Assutne (2.1 ). Ti7rn 
/dP,,, P,,I + 0 in Pt-prohahili~~~. 
In the special case where P,, does not depend on n, this result was 
established by Varadarajan [ 131. It does not appear that Varadarajan’s 
proof extends to the present triangular array situation. 
Two lemmas shall precede the proof. Facts on weak convergence used 
below may be found, for example, in Gaenssler [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Let K he utz.v .wt in :f .such that P,,(K) 3 1 -E. Then, if 
O<E6$. 
p”‘p (k’)<) -[:‘I’ <4E”tl ‘_ ,I I II I’ 
Prooj: Let ,p,, = P,,( k’), and let Y,, be a binomial random variable with 
parameters n, p,,. Then 
P,,;P,,(K)< 1 -2J; = P,,[ I,, <tz(l -,““,) 
= P,, 1 II ’ ( Y,, - tzp,, ) < I - E “j - p,, ) 
< P,,[n ‘(Y,, -tzp,,)< --i:“q+c) 
= P,,Itt ‘(Y,, -tzp,,)‘>(~‘~‘-E):) 
<P,,[tz ‘(Y,,-tzp,,)~~(1/4)E’~I 
and the result follows from Chebychev’s inequality. 
LEMMA 2. Let S,, he a separclhlr subset qf S, and let .Yj = .i/ n So. Let .$, 
he the ayfi’eld on S generated by the open halls. There exist Jj:tzile subj‘ielris 
.Yfj c ~Yh rind 6,, 10 mch that S$, c .e, + , , v,, iFn n S,, = cy, and 
Rlsup iii,,(r)-P,,(1;)/>li,,~<c6,,. 
I’G F,, 
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Moreover, lf P, is anp,fixed probabilit?] supported on S,, one may choose e, 
to consist entirely of P,,~, -continuitj~ sets. 
Proof Let {ai} be a countable dense set in So, and (r,]. an 
enumeration of the positive rationals. Define 9” to be the field generated 
by the balls with centers at a ,,..., ak and radii r ,,..., rk. If Y is any 
Vapnik-Cervonenkis class with index q, then by an argument of Vapnik 
and Cervonenkis 
P;:{ sup 1 P,,(U) - P,,(r) 1 > ci j < dny exp{ -n6’/32 ). 
I’F 1 
The a-field 5f& is a VC class; let vk be its exponent. Then, for example, one 
may take 6,, = n’,‘3, and define ,eI as follows: Let T, = min{tz: c, n ’ ’ d I I, 
T/, =min{n> T, ,: vAn “‘d 1 i, and $, =5$ , for T, , <tn< T,. 
Q.E.D. 
Proqf of Theoretn 1. Since {P,,) is &tight we may assume, by passing 
to a subsequence if necessary, that P,, converges weakly to a measure P, : 
more precisely, for every bounded continuous .‘Yh-measurable .f; 
1.f dP,, + 1.f c/P,. Let S, denote the support of P, ; S,, is necessarily 
separable and we shall use this set in Lemma 2. 
Let “,=2-l/+32, so CT, &I,” = $. For each j there is a compact K, c 5 
and a sequence (S,,j), S,:iO as n -+ CC, such that P,,(p)> 1 -t:,, by the 
hypothesis of ii-tightness. For expository convenience, we omit henceforth 
the superscript on K,. Let A,,, = is,, ES”: P,,(s,,; K,) < 1 -L: “1. By 
Lemmal.~~(lJ,A,,,)dtr ‘sothat P;:(n,,4;,,j>l-t~ ‘,LetC,,=n,A;,,. 
Let U,,= js,,~S)‘: sup,.,,,,IP,,(1~)-P,,(v)I~g,,), where ii,, is from 
Lemma 2. Then 
P:;( If,,) --) 1, p::t c,, 1 + 1 (2.2) 
Suppose now that p(P,,, P, ) did not converge to 0 in P::-probability. 
Then for infinitely many n there exists a set r,, c s” such that 
P;(T,,)>u>O and p(P,,(s,;.), P,)>d for all s,, or,,. By (2.2), 
f,, n C,, n U,, will have positive PI:-probability eventually. 
Pick s,, E r,, n C, n [I,,. Then since s,, E C,,, the measures Pll(s,,; ) are 
b-tight. Take a subsequence (still to be denoted by (n 1) such that P,,(s,,; ) 
converges to, say, 0. Then p(& P, ) 2 u since s,, E f ,, for all II. On the 
other hand, since s, E U,,, 
sup I P,,b,,; [I) - P,,lz,)l + 0. 
St F” 
(2.3) 
But (2.3) implies 0 = P,, ; this contradiction completes the proof. 
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3. A COLJNTEREXAMPLE 
The hypothesis in Theorem 1 that [P,, I be &tight cannot be removed. 
To construct a counterexample, take S = [(.Y,, .x2 . . . . ): s, E R’ ). Put the 
maximum coordinate norm on S: 11 .Y I/ = sup, / s, 1, if I = (.Y, , I, ,,.. ). Then S 
is a separable Banach space. Let CJ, be the point in S consisting of all zero 
entries except for a “one” in the ith slot. Let U,, U:,... be i.i.d., uniform on 
[0, 11. Let P,, be the distribution of x;- , if,r,: then P,, is a probability on 
the Bore1 sets of S, concentrated on [0, I]“. 
COROLLARY. I&, inf,,,, ,I( P,, , p,, ) 3 12. 
PUN!/: Fix 6, 0 < ii < I. If ~1,, is supported by ~3, _.., y,!, points in [0, 11”. 
construct a closed box /I, having side ii, centered at each J,. Then 
6” 3 P,,(B,) for all i. Let C be the complement of U fl,; then P,,(O’) 2 I - n6”. 
The Prohorov distance between two probabilities P and Q is the smallest 
number I: such that P( A ) < Q( A’) + I: for all open sets A; thus, if we find an 
i: such that the above relation fails for some open A, then p( P, Q) > c. For 
the open set 0 above, try c = x (5 (0 < (x < I ). Then if E 2 p(P,,, p,,). 
1 - n6” 6 P,,( (i ) 6 p,,( (’ =‘) + a6. (3.1 ) 
This relation actually holds if c( 3 4. since /l,,( 0”“) = 1 (because then (,-,“’ 
covers all the points J’, ,.... .L’,,). On the other hand, if c( < f, then 11,~ CtXn) = 0, 
since no 1’ falls in ci’““ for such a choice of r. In this case (3.1 ) reduces to 
1 - rd” <‘ib;. which cannot hold for large n if (5 < 1; notice that how large n 
has to be depends only on S and x Thus for these sufficiently large n. 
r6 d k>( P,,, IL,,), whenever c( < 4. Since c( is arbitrary, the result and its 
corollary follow. 
4. CONVERGEN(.E OF STOCHASTIC EMPIRIC'ALS 
Let ( U,,, J/‘,, ), n = I, 2 ,... be a sequence of measure spaces. Let (% IrP, p) be 
the metric space of all probabilities on (S, JC), with p the dual Lipschitz 
norm; put the Bore1 sigma field on ~ K. For each n > 1, let I(,, be a random 
.V-measure on U,,: for each 14,, E I;,,. p,,( ~4,~: ) is a probability measure on 
.Y’. and the mapping II,, + ,u,,(z4,,; ) is a measurable map from U,, to I I%. If 
Q,, is a measure on “//,,,, and if ,u , is a random Y-measure, then “p,, con- 
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verges weakly to p, in ,N under Q,,” means that for every real bounded 
continuous .f’on I N: 
Define p ;;’ to be the .j,,-fold product of ,u,!: 
it, 
ill y II,, > cis,, ) = n p,,( II,, : LIS, ), s,, = (.s, ,..., .s,,, ). 
i- I 
For Q,, on ‘r/,, define measures p :;‘@ Q,, on (S’,, x J:,,, .‘/“” x ‘/I,,,) by 
where 111 is any set in the product sigma field. On S’n x C;,,, define the 
empirical measure ji,, by 
i,, 
k,,((s,,, pi,,); .d 1 =.i,, ' C I I(x,). (4.3) 
,=I 
where u,, E I:,,, s,, = (5, ,..., .‘,,,) E S’,l. and .4 E .‘f’. Then Li,, is a random 
,(/-measure on S/r) x I;‘,,. 
The foregoing setup admits the following interpretation if ,n :: @ Q,, is the 
measure on S’!‘x U,,: conditional on u,,, the random variables .s, . ..., .s,,, are 
i.i.d. ~,,(zI,,; .) and ,ri,, is their empirical measure. The measure /r;F@ Q,z is 
then just the joint distribution of s, ,.._, .s ,,,, II,,. 
THEOREM 2. .kswt~r S is u topktgicull~~ cottzpktc ttwtsic~ spuc~t~. .4.s.s2mc 
tlir tmciottl .‘Y-nmrmres /I,, concerg~~ u~rrki~~ in 11 to ,D , w&r Q,, A.r.swm~ 
flld 11, , us ~iti N-~uli~t~d rutidotti iwiuhle, has .stpl2rahk sirpport iti N. 
S1rpposr ,j,, + % Tlwt~ fi,, cotlrwges nwA-[~* it1 11 to p , , m&r p ;;’ @ Q,,. 
Note that (Q,,) need have no particular convergence properties. In many 
applications, ,n, is not random; then the condition in Theorem 2 about 
separable support is trivially satisfied. Since convergence in distribution to 
a constant implies convergence in probability, the following corollary is 
immediate. 
COROLLARY. .4.vsutm~ S is topologicul~~~ cotripletr. ,4.s.suttie tlierc is tzott- 
rutdottl p 7 urd ,u,, and p( p,, , ~1 , ) -+ 0 in Q,, prohuhilit!*. T/m p(p,,- ,LL , ) --f 0 
in pTn @ Q,, prohuhilit~~. 
Since p(,n,,, p, ) need not be measurable, the statement of the corollary 
refers to outer probabilities. 
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Pro?/‘ of Theorem 2. Since ~1 I has separable support, we may assume 
that the Y-measures F,~ are all defined on a single space (CT, %Y) and that 
f~(,n,,( u: .), p ~, (II; )) converges to zero for each u E 8% (Wichura [ 14) ). Fix 
such a u E ‘/I(. Since S is topologically complete. the weak convergence of 
the measures p,,(u; . ) to p I (u; .) implies that jp,,(u; ), II >, 1 i is &tight. 
Application of Theorem 1 with p,,(u; ) = P,, and P,, = fi,(u; -) completes the 
proof. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
This section collects a few illustrations of situations where Theorem 2 
can be employed. 
A. The Bootstrq Method 
Let 0 be an arbitrary metric space, (Q,,, 0 E 0 i a family of probabilities 
on a metric space .f. Let x,, = (9, ,.... x,,), X, E .‘t’, be i.i.d. Q, for some H E 0. 
Let 4(x,,; fl) be a centered statistical functional with values in a metric 
space S. Let Y,,,(d) be the distribution of 4(x,,; H) when the s, are i.i.d. QPi 
for some unknown 8. The problem is to estimate ‘J,,(O). 
If fi,, = t?,,( x,,) is an estimate of 0, then one possible estimate is !&( d,,(x,,)). 
a “bootstrap” estimate. Since the latter is usually difficult to calculate, it 
must in turn be estimated. A typical procedure by Monte Carlo is the 
following. Given x,,, let sf = (.u: ,..., s,l;), 1 6 i < j,,, be j,, samples drawn 
from Q&..,: .Y:, 1 < .j< II, 1 < i < ,j,, are i.i.d. Qo,~,,). One then estimates 
Y,,i(i),,(x,,)) by 9:. the empirical of the j,, random variables d,,(.~,*; fi,)(x,?)), 
1 < i< j,,. See Efron [S] and Beran [ 11 for particular examples of this 
construction. 
To reformulate this so that the application of Theorem 2 becomes 
apparent, take ‘II,, to be the n-fold product of :‘x‘. If x,, E ‘I(,,, let /ln( x,,; ) = 
C/,,(&X,~)). If O,, E 0 and Qn E Q;;,, put ~1 ;; 0 Q,, on SJn x U,,. Then fi,,. 
defined in display (4.3). has the same distribution as ‘/1,T constructed in the 
previous paragraph. 
In most instances, P,,(U) has the following regularity property which is 
closely related to Hajek’s [7] notion of regular estimates. Fix O,,. There is 
then a measure /l, such that 
‘J,,( o,, 1 - Ll , whenever { O,, 1 is a sequence satisfying 
n ‘,’ d( H,,. U,,) < c. any L’ > 0. (5.1 
Here, tl is the metric of 0. Also, in most instances, the estimator 8,, is 11” 
consistent: 
n ’ ’ cl(H,,. (I,,) is tight under Q;;,,, whenever (0,1 j satisfies the con- 
dition in (5.1 ). (5.2 
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PROPOSITION. Let { t3,, 1 sati& d(0,, 8,) d cn - I,‘?. Assume (5.1) and (5.2 1. 
Then p(,&, p x ) -+ 0 in ,u’” @ Q$, prohabilitjl. 
To prove this, it is necessary only to show that p(p,,, p7 ) + 0 in Q;T, 
probability, by the corollary to Theorem 2. This follows from (5.1) and 
(5.2) by an elementary argument. 
Notice that all the bootstrap examples given in the survey paper of 
Beran [l] have the structure given above. 
B. Estimating the Distribution of the Empirical Prows 
Let 9’ be a space on which there is a sigma field X. Let 1. be a 
Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of subsets of .X, satisfying the measurability 
conditions of Dudley [4]. Let Q be a probability on Z and let x,, = 
(.Y~ ,..., s,,), X, ~3” be a vector of i.i.d. (Q) random variables; let &(x,,; .) be 
their empirical measure and let W,,(Q- x,,, t). I’E Y‘, be the empirical 
process indexed by Y ‘: 
U’,,(Q, x,,, c)=n’ r[d,J~,i; 1’) -Q(u)]. 
For each Q, W,,( Q, ) is a L , ( Y .)-valued random variable, where L, ( Y .) 
is the Banach space of real bounded functions on Y ., with supremum norm. 
(On L, we put the o-field generated by the open balls.) The problem now 
is to estimate the distribution of W,,(Q) when Q is unknown. Of course, 
this distribution is a probability measure on L , ( I ). 
A bootstrap estimate can be constructed as follows. Given x,,, let sf = 
(.J: ,..., .Y,T), I 6 i 6 j,, be j,, independent samples of size r? drawn from 
Q,,(xn: .) (i.e., given x,, the s: are conditionally i.i.d. &(x,,; )). The 
proposed estimate is then the empirical measure of the .j,, L, -valued 
variables W,,( &,,(x,,); ST; ), 1 < id j,,. 
To put this into the notation of Theorem 2, let Y,,(Q) be the distribution 
of W’,(Q; x,,; .) when x,, has distribution Q;;. Let ,u,,(x,,; .)=9(&,(x,,; .)). 
and let fi,, be the empirical measure on (L ~ )‘” x .Y-” defined in Section 4. Fix 
a probability Q, on 3. Let p, be the distribution on L, of the mean 0 
Gaussian process W = { W( 21): 11 E Y 1 having covariance 
Note that if ,u $0 Q,z is the measure on L /: x J”‘, then ji,, has the same 
distribution as the estimate in the preceding paragraph. Define d(P, Q), a 
distance between probabilities P and Q on 9’. to be the larger of 
sup, lP(~l)-Q(u)1 and s11pCIP(uno’)-Q(1:nz;‘)1: u, L”E~‘). The follow- 
ing proposition establishes the consistency of the bootstrap estimate. 
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To prove this, it suffices to show p(p,,, ~1, ) -+ 0 in Q;: probability. If 
! Q:,; is any sequence such that d( Q:,, Q,)) -+ 0, then it follows from Le Cam 
[Xl, that 
Mi,,( y:,; ) * @’ (5.3) 
(convergence in L T ( Y ‘) under l Q:, ) ). Since Y n Y is Vapnik- Cervonenkis 
class, the Glivenko Cantelli theorem for WC classes implies 
4Q,,. Q,,) --t 0 in Q;-probability. 
In particular, there exists 6,, JO such that Q:: ix,,: LI( &( x,, ), Q,,) d b;,, ) > 
1 - 6,,: let B,, denote the set in brackets. If p(/i,,, ,U , ) E p( Y(&), /l, ) did 
not converge to 0. then there would exist (5 > 0 such that Q;; Ix,,: 
p( 9(&(x,,). ~1, ) > ij 1 > $ for infinitely many U. Let A,, denote the set of x,, 
in the immediately preceding sentence. Then .1,, n B,, f @ for infinitely 
many II. Let (X,,) be a fixed sequence of points. X,, E B,, n A,,. Then 
Q:,( 1 = &(X,,; ) satisfies (/(Q:,, Q,,) 40 since X,, E B,,. But then (5.3) 
applies, contradicting the supposition that Z,, E .4,, and hence completing 
the proof. 
Bootstrap estimation of the empirical process when Y = [half-lines 
in R’ ) has been considered by Bickel and Freedman [3] and Shorack 
[ 1 I]; the case Y = iquadrants in R”) was considered by Beran [ 1 j. 
Let 0 be an open subset of a normed space S. Let .?:‘ be some measure 
space, and for each fz let IQ;;, 8 E 0 i be a family of probabilities on the 
n-fold product space .3‘“. Let {<,,(H), 0~ 0 i be a sequence of stochastic 
processes, 5,,(f)) defined on .Y’” and having its values in some normed space 
B. The minimum norm statistic is inf,, 12’ j t,,(H) 1. A familiar instance is the 
goodness of lit statistic, where 0 c R”, o,, is the empirical cdf of n i.i.d. R” 
valued random variables. Q;i is the product of Q,,, t,,(O) = o,, - Ql,? and B 
is the Banach space of bounded real functions on R” with supremum norm. 
If 0 + / <,,(0) 1 has several relative minima, or if the dimension of 0 is 
large, calculation of inf,, 12’ 1 <,,(l)) ) may be difficult. Such difficulties lead 
one to introducing a stochstic rnirlirmm norm statistic, where one com- 
putes instead a minimum over points ,F, ,..., .Y,,~, s, E 0 selected at random in 
such a way that the stochastic minimum approximates the ultimate 
minimum. 
One selection method is to choose the .F; i.i.d. m, where wz is a probability 
on 0 with full support. Typically, this method is inefficient: in the GOF 
case mentioned above, j,, (the number of search variables .r,) must satisfy 
n ‘“zj,, --f 8~ in order that the stochastic minimum approximate the actual, 
A better method relies on the fact that under reasonable hypotheses, the 
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minimum of H ---* 1 <,,((I) 1 is achieved within a neighborhood of radius II ’ ’ 
about the true parameter (cf. Pollard [lo] ). To develop a stochastic search 
in this situation, suppose there exists a preliminary 11’ ‘-consistent estimate 
ci,, = ii,,(x,,): 
for each (I,,, there exists a measure ~1, with full support on such 
that 
n”(ci,, -fl,l)ajl, under Q;;,, 
whenever IO,, ) satisfies / (I,, - (I,, / < (71 ’ ‘. (5.4) 
Let -1-p = (.Y,“; .. . . . .v,T). 1 <i< j,,, be j,, i.i.d. vectors drawn from Q;i,,,. ,,,, and 
take ,Y, = fi,,(.vT). Define the stochastic minimum norm statistic AI,, by 
M,, = min 1 <,,(.v,)) /I’ ‘. (5.5) 
I < I,, 
Convergence of M,, can be analyzed using Theorem 2. To see this, let 
P,,( x,, ; .) be the distribution of II’ ‘(0,) - (1) when x,, has distribution Q;;,,,,,,,. 
Let ji,, be the empirical measure on 5”“~ .‘I’” given in Section 4. For 
measures 111 on S and B-valued functions ,Y on 5’ define the red1 valued 
functional Y’ by 
Put the measure ;I:,“@ Q{;,, on S” x .k”“. Then ,%I,, has the same distribution 
LiS 
W b ,1, <,,(d,, $-/I ’ ?( .))n’ ‘) L M,,. (5.6) 
Since Y is a reasonably smooth function of its arguments, it is clear that 
there should be an asymptotic result for Al,, under hypotheses guaranteeing 
appropriate convergence of fi,,, II’ ‘<,,(fi,, +I? ’ ‘(. )) Fix (I,,. Assume that 
under the sequence of measures I Q;;,, j, c,,(O) satisfies the hypotheses of 
identifiability, differentiability (with nonsingular derivative I) and con- 
vergence (with limit U’ in B) described in Millar 19, Section III]. The 
Hilbertian norms there are allowed to be arbirary. 
PROPOSTION. Asswm~ (5.4) unrl the l~~~pnt/w.sc.s it1 thr prrding 
pnrqyqll. Let j,, + tx.. Tllcn un&~ Q;;,,. M,, conwrgc~s ~~wrkl~~ to 
ink r .y I u’+l(u)l. 
The limit in this proposition is also the limit of inf,, II’ ’ ) t,,(0)/; see 
Pollard [lo]. Note that this particular stochastic minimum norm statistic 
does not require a rate on j,,. To carry out, e.g.. goodness-of-fit tests. it is 
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necessary to estimate the distribution of the stochastic minimum norm 
statistic. This can be done using the bootstrap method, plus Theorem 2, as 
described under example A; the analysis is somewhat complex. 
Proof of the proposition proceeds first by showing that p(fi,,, P,~ ) + 0, 
by using Theorem 2. Argument on 5,, as in Pollard [lo] or Millar [9] 
show that M,, is approximable by Y(fi,, d,), where 2, = W, + l(Q) and 
IV,, = W’. Analysis of the smoothness properties of Y then leads to the 
limit ess inf,, , ( IV+ I(H) I. Since p-, has full support, this essential infimum 
is the ultimate infimum. 
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